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Along with the newly added Restart Van, Fortenit presented buccaneer's Bounty event today. Running from now until April 15, each day will include a different limited-time mode. Inside each mode will be a new challenge, with another unlock every day afterwards. With the 8th season came the theme of
pirate camps, which are located everywhere on the island. For today's challenge you need to visit pirate camp in ten different matches. Also, according to data miners, visiting pirate camps will also be a challenge for Week 7 in the battle pass that arrives tomorrow. [irp posts=21108 name=Ballers won't be
in Fortnite patch v8.30, and that's a problem] Here's how to complete the first Buccaneer Bounty challenge: Each pirate camp location There are 7 different pirate camp sites on Fortnite Island. Each one extends quite well through the map, making it easy to land on one, no matter the path of battle bus. Of
course, the best way to accelerate through this challenge is to eliminate immediately after landing. Building a twelve-storey staircase and falling is the best way. But remember that leaving the game will make you a discount. Regardless of which camp you land in or how you do it, once you've visited ten in
different matches, you're done. The Epic Games Award is very fond of providing free spoils to players who complete in-game challenges. This event is no different, as each completion will reward something new. For today, a visit to a pirate camp in ten matches will reward Plunder Glider. If you unlock this
glider, congratulations! You accomplished the first challenge of Buchanan's event. The next challenge will be available tomorrow morning (Eastern time). Although, keep track of the timer for this event. You only have 6 days before these challenges are over and then they will disappear forever. We will
inform you about the new challenges every day! Be sure to stay at the Daily Sports for everything fortnite. How to find pirate camps in Fortnite. Finding pirate camps is one of Fortnite's many weekly challenges as it is a task to deal with damage with Pirate Cannons.Completing pirate camp locations and
finding these pirate cannon locations to deal with damage will give you extra XP to help you go to many season 8 rewards. Note This particular challenge is no longer able to be completed. And what changes next? In fortitude's new map, you can use whirlver these sharks, visit the Catty Corner vault and
collect thnomas in Homeley Hills as part of the challenges. On this page: Unlike Other location-based challenges in Fortnite, you need to visit each location of the pirate camp on the map for one of the challenges, while others have to use your pirate cannons in different different Are seven Fortnite Pirate
Camp locations in total to find. Here they are at a glance: In closer detail, The places of the pirate camp are: West of Pleasant Park, at the foot of the mountain among the trees: Frozen Lake, only to the northeast: Lazy Lagoon, to the west as the river heads to the edge of the rock: Volcano, to the
southwest, in-between the volcano itself and the lava basin to the base:West of Dusty Wild, at the foot of the mountain to the south: Northwest of Paradise Palms, to the bridge between the grass and desert areas on the map:West of Fatal Fields, in the plain Explore the skins of Season 5, the new Fortnite
Card, Victory Umbrella and where to find razor crest's location. There are also several new features this season - including reward and the ability to win gold bars. For the challenges of Week 1, you are tasked with the following: Visit all pirate camps (a total of 7, 5 battle stars) Through the map are pirate
camps. These are tall wooden structures added to Fortnite Season 8, often replacing much less well-known but favorite places, such as the mountaintop house near Fatal Fields, and an abandoned mansion west of Pleasant Park. You know you're in the right place thanks to their pirate flag on a mast, with
a few cannons fired everywhere pointing outwards. Now that you've come across one, all you have to do is get close to him. If you fly, then you actually land somewhere on the structure or within the terrain - just flying past, you will not. You know this is done correctly when the challenge notification
appears in the upper left corner of the screen. To complete the sites of the Pirate Camp, you need to visit all seven. As with other challenges, you need to do them while playing matches (you can't enter the card without other players), so you'll need to avoid fighting matches while trying to find any place.
Finally, if you're going after How to visit 3 Pirate Camps in one match challenge, it's easiest done in one of two ways: Find a vehicle, such as Balcho, which can quickly take you to three Pirate Camp locations at one of the 7 pirate camp locations, wait until the first round appears, then plan your route to
two more respectively. No matter where the circle is set, you will have time to visit two more. If you're struggling with this particular challenge - specifically when you come up against other players who kill you - then playing in LTM like Team Turtle, where you can reborn and/or you're part of a bigger team
with less chance of coming out against the opposition - will help. Pirate cannons are available in all pirate camps that we mentioned above, plus a small number of other places. In particular, these additional cannons, which can be found on the places of the above-mentioned Pirate Pirate SA: Southeast
Triple Knot, in the back of a large pirate-flag truck, in the C2 Quadrant. In Lazy Laguna, on the ship and in the pirate city that looks at it, in the F3 quadrant. South of Paradise Palms on top of the smaller than two threes with pirate flags, on the way, in the I9 quadrant. Northwest of Happy Hamlet, with a
small snow structure, quadrant C9. How to deal with damage with pirate cannons completing the challenge by dealing with damage with pirate cannons is simple enough - at least on paper. You can interact with the cannon by pressing E (on a computer) as you would with any interacting object in Fortnite
and then driving it around freely. You'll need a place of luck and a good goal, but it's shooting just like any weapon, so give it some time and you'll get the damage in! When you're done, there are plenty of other challenges to take this week - so keep playing! Sometimes we include links to online retail
stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we may receive a small commission. For more information, go here. More about Fortnite For the author Here is the place to get three eliminations in pirate camps in Fortnite: Battle Royale. Credit: Epic Games Fortnite: Battle Royale Season 8, Week 5 is
now officially live and with it another batch of weekly challenges to sink your pirate hooks in. Avast my hearty, tis time to earn Battle Stars and level up your battle pass. Complete 55 weeks of challenges and unlock the secret Opening Outfit. ADVERTISING See all the challenges of Week 5 here. One of
this week's tasks challenges players with getting three eliminations in pirate camps, which recently spread in the ever-changing map of Fortnite. If you land on lubricants, you have some hope of taking down these scurvy dogs, you will need a map. Luckily for you, I do. Here is any place pirate camp, so
you can find and kill your opponents there, and take your loot: All pirate camps in 'Fortnite: Battle Royale' Credit: Epic Games / Erik Kain Pirate Camps are built on old half-destroyed buildings (for the most part) and can be found: On the southwest Hill hill 1000 meters from the desert side of the bridge.
which links biology to the standard biome, do it with those, especially during team thunders or other big team mode and for three eliminations to win 10 battle stars. It's a whole level of climbing up the mast. Good luck with the rats. Looking for a list of all Fortnite Pirate Camps? Pirate Fort Season 8 is
finally upon us and brings a bunch of new toys, places and balancing tweaks in the game, including new locations called Pirate Camps. The reason why you will want to all these? You can find and get all seven of these new map locations and you'll have completed the first of your Fortnite Season 8 Week
1 challenges that are sure to keep you from getting a bunch of new beauty products, provided you have the new Battle Pass. These piracy hotspots will also be filled with pirate cannons that will help you deal with right damage to help you complete your Week 2 challenges, too. Fortnite Pirate Camps are
dotted around the map and should be easy to spot, thanks to their pirate aesthetic – think black flags with the Jolly Roger symbol on it, fort-like buildings made of palms, and empty bottles of grog wherever you step. To complete this challenge, all you need to do is find these pirate camps and get close
enough to activate the full emblem challenge. To help you make as early progress as possible with your combat pass as much as possible, we jumped off the battle bus, thanked the bus driver and went looking for the private camp. You will need to visit a total of seven, so to hunt. Fornitic pirate camps
here is a list of all pirate camps, which we found so far in Fortenit: On the hill east of Tilted Towers east of the bridge between Salti Springs and Paradise Palms on the high hill between Shipki Valls, Salt Springs and Fatal Fields Northeast of Predatory Shafts east of Pleasant Park, where they inhabited a
haunted house that was northwest of Lazy Lagoon Southwest of the volcano, you can see what these fords look like, so you know that when you've found one in the game, plus a map of the pirate camps. Interestingly, these are not entirely new structures and are instead built on the foundations of existing
Fortnite buildings in the map of the royal battle. Looking for a big visa? Fortitude giant faces desert location Fortnite jungle giant location of snow giants place the face of snow giants There you have it, all seven Fortnite Pirate Camps. These are very useful places for a number of reasons, namely that they
hold much more loot than most random buildings that are not named places. You can also find the new Pirate Cannon item/vehicle/weapon in these camps, allow you to reign fire on enemies as they build or climb into the cannon yourself and climb through the clouds to a safe new place. If that's what
you've come up with as part of the week 2 challenges for Season 8, make sure you know where to visit the farthest, north, south, east and west in Fortens. Now that we think about it, the cannon is probably the funniest way to get there. There.
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